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Abstract
We  present  in  this  paper  some  recent  work  aiming  at
allowing the formal analysis of the persuasive impact that
an argument  may produce on a  human agent  based .  We
present a computational model based on the Dual Process
Theory and applied to  argument  evaluation.  These works
form  the  preliminary  step  that  will  allow  a  better
understanding of two crucial aspects of collective decision-
making: persuasive processes and argumentation strategies.

Introduction

Gaining more and more attention, persuasion is a crucial
aspect  of  human  interaction.  With  the  recent  rise  of
computer  science  technology,  the  study  of  persuasion
began  to  transcend  its  original  fields  (including
psychology,  rhetoric  and  political  sciences)  and  to  take
lasting root  in  the  artificial  intelligence  domain.  We are
interested  in  the  link  between  persuasion  and  cognitive
biases,  and  why well-founded arguments  are  rejected  or
fallacious arguments are accepted

The highly influential cognitive psychology work in dual
systems ([11, 3, 6, 1, 5, 9]) associate such biases with two
reasoning systems:  one system that  is  slow but logically
precise and another system that is fast but logically sloppy.
The distinction does not make clear the interaction between
biases due to logically flawed reasoning and biases due to
suboptimal  reasoning  choices  done  because  of  cognitive
limitations.  This  distinction  is  interesting  and  useful  to
consider  when  addressing  the  evaluation  of  biased
argument.

We  propose  to  investigate  the  problem  of  argument
evaluation  by  agents  that  are  logically  biased  (i.e.  may
either reason exclusively logically or by combining logical
reasoning with associations). 

In our proposal we follow and hypothesize that, when it is
not possible for an agent to make a logical inference (too
expensive cognitive effort or not enough knowledge), she
might  replace  certain parts  of  the logical  reasoning with
mere associations (such systems are  also known as  dual
process  systems  in  cognitive  science  literature).  Using
associations  may  lower  the  reasoning  effort  needed  for
argument evaluation and subsequently affect the argument
acceptance.

Proposal

Standard  Artificial  Intelligence  work  in  computational
cognitive systems has never considered looking in depth at
the distinction between machine agents and human agents,
even more analyse human reasoning. This is largely due to
the fact that Artificial Intelligence has been long influenced
by the view that logic is the theory of ideally good thinking
desired of intelligent agents (human or artificial).
 
In practice such good thinking is often far from reality. The
harsh reality is particularly illustrated in the human agent
interaction  paradigm  applications  where  human
irrationality (biases)  is a major problem (see [10] for an
overview). 

In artificial agents two kinds of biases were highlighted by
existing literature ([4], [7], [8]). On one hand, the agent’s
beliefs and preferences may be incomplete and agent may
not know all  preferences  or  beliefs  needed for  complete
reasoning. This kind of representational issued biases could
be  linked  to  the  so-called  Type  1  irrationality  or
substantive irrationality ([11, 3, 6, 1, 5, 9]) that concerns
the compliance of the results of reasoning with the agents
knowledge base. In the proposed line of work, analyzing



this  irrationality  amounts  to  know if  the agent  has  used
logical  inference  to  perform  the  reasoning  or,  if  the
reasoning has been also partially (or totally) performed on
associations. 

Procedural flaws of reasoning concern the case when, due
to  the  fact  that  computational  resources  (time  or  space
available for representing and reasoning) are limited, the
agent  needs  to  make  good  choices  in  the  process  of
deciding how to apply its efforts in reasoning.  We argue
that  achieving  procedural  rationality  means  making
rational choices about what inferences to perform, how to
apply them, basically thinking about how to think. 

The difference between the two kinds of reasoning errors is
important  to  distinguish.  The  first  case  verifies  if  the
results  of  reasoning  satisfy  the  agent  knowledge  base,
while the second case  verifies  if  the agents  makes good
choices  in the process  of deciding how to apply its  best
efforts  for  reasoning.  So far,  in argumentation  literature,
the  two  kinds  of  biases  are  not  clearly  distinguished.
Existing  work  either  addresses  substantive  biases  in  a
Kahneman inspired system for propositional logic ([2]) or
some  bias  inspired  reasoning  procedures  (procedural
rationality) mainly related to persuasion approaches ([12]).

We  will  study  the  properties  of  the  possible  reasoning
paths  that  an  agent  can  follow.  This  is  why  we  might
assume  that  it  is  possible  to  compute  a  multiplicity  of
reasoning paths and compare them, while in real life it is
probable that a human agent will not do so. It is important
to note that we do not define how a human being reasons
but we try to obtain the preferred reasoning paths that a
human could obtain.
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